Discover the Power of Parks Programs

Native American Crafts
Make some crafts and toys traditional to those native to the area while learning the history and culture around them!

Mountain Artists
Find out why artists have always flocked to the White Mountains and paint them for yourself.

Animal Allies
Get up close with animal pelts to learn about our unique local mammals and how they were a part of the lives of people in the past!

Native Seed Bombs
Make your own “seed bombs” to plant native wildflowers wherever you want!

Star Stories
The night sky is filled with stories. Come out to where the stars are bright and clear to share these old legends and more.

Moose on the Loose
Join Ranger Sam to learn all about moose: where they might live, and how to stay safe, and more!

Leaf Peeping Expedition
Take a walk through the changing leaves while learning the science and stories behind these iconic New England views.

Camp Like a Secret Agent
Can you camp and hike without leaving a trace? Come down and learn how, or just show off your sustainable camping skills.